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For any tree T with nodes all of degree 1 or 3, define an expansion of T as a 
cubic graph in which each node of T is replaced by a segment of n vertices, where 
n is an integer greater than 2, which are joined so that: 
(1) a leaf of T is replaced by a cycle of length n, the edges joining vertices in 
an arithmetic sequence; 
(2) a node of degree three is replaced by n disjoint vertices; 
(3) an edge of T is replaced by n edges joining corresponding vertices in the 
appropriate segments. 
Frucht, Graver, and Watkins have shown that there are only six expansions of the 
tree consisting of a single edge, that is, the generalized Petersen graphs, that are 
symmetric. This paper shows that there are only six other expansions of trees that 
are symmetric. Four are Y-graphs, expansions of K,.,, and two are H-graphs, 
expansions of the tree with two nodes of degree 3 and four nodes of degree 1. All 
these symmetric graphs were listed in Foster’s Census in 1966. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many well-known symmetric cubic graphs consist of a few cycles of the 
same length n connected together in some regular fashion, possibly through 
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some other sets of 12 isolated vertices. For example, Biggs studies Petersen’s 
graph, Coxeter’s graph, and a third graph in his paper “Three remarkable 
graphs” [4]. He calls these graphs the Z-graph, Y-graph, and H-graph, 
because of the method by which the cycles are connected. This method of 
construction generalizes to the Z-graphs, Y-graphs, and Z-Z-graphs in this 
paper. The Z-graphs are called generalized Petersen graphs by Frucht, 
Graver, and Watkins [lo], who show that only six of these Z-graphs are 
symmetric. 
R. M. Foster in a letter to Izak Bouwer [9] conjectured that only a finite 
number of the Y-graphs and H-graphs are symmetric. In this paper, this 
conjecture is proved by showing that Foster’s Census [8, 61 includes all 
the symmetric Y-graphs and H-graphs, indeed that no other Y-graph or 
H-graph is either vertex-transitive or edge-transitive. 
These results on the non-existence of symmetric graphs may have some 
significance regarding Lovasz’s problem of whether or not every connected 
vertex-transitive graph has a Hamilton path [S, p. 2491, and the associated 
problem of whether every connected Cayley graph on a finite group has a 
Hamilton cycle. Marusic and Parsons [ll, p. 2401 specifically ask which 
graphs, in particular trees, can be quotients or factors of a vertex transitive 
graph via a semi-regular automorphism. Several papers [l-3, 11, 121 on 
these topics use the concept of factor or quotient graph, which is almost 
the inverse concept of an expansion. In fact, if a cubic vertex-transitive 
graph has a factor graph that is a tree, the graph must be an expansion of 
that tree. 
Following Bondy and Murty [S, p. 121, a path of length k in a graph G 
is a finite non-null sequence uO, e,, ui, e2, . . . . ek, uk, whose terms are alter- 
nately vertices and edges such that, for 1~ i Q k, the endpoints of edge e, 
are vertices vi- i, and vi, and the vertices uO, u,, u2, . . . . uk are all distinct. 
If instead of being distinct, u0 equals uk, then the sequence 
uo, e,, ul, e2, . . . . ek, ok is called a cycle. In this paper, a cycle is identified 
with the corresponding subgraph of G, or even just the edge set 
{ e,, e2, . . . . e,}, but a path is considered to have an associated direction. 
A graph is said to be vertex-transitive if any vertex can be mapped to any 
other vertex by some automorphism of the graph. A graph is said to be 
edge-transitive if any edge can be mapped onto any other edge by some 
automorphism. A graph is k-transitive if any path of length k can be 
mapped onto any other path of length k by some automorphism. Note that 
l-transitivity is stronger than edge-transitivity since a path of length 1 
associates a direction with an edge. A l-transitive graph is also said to be 
a symmetric graph. 
A Y-graph Y(n: i, j, k) has 4n vertices arranged in four segments of n 
vertices. Let the vertices be u,,~ for x = 0, 1, 2, 3, and y in the integers 
modulo n. Call the graph induced by the u,,,, for a fixed x, the x-segment. 
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FIG. 1. Y(7:1,2,4). 
The O-segment is called the inner segment and consists of n independent 
vertices; while each of the other three segments is called an outer segment 
and consists of a cycle of length n. These three cycles consist of outer edges 
which join each ul,? to v~,~+~, each vz.y to v~,~+~, and each v~,~ to t&+k, 
where the subscript addition is performed modulo n. Each outer edge vi,, is 
joined to the inner vertex u~,~ by an inner edge. Thus Y(n: i, j, k) consists 
of n inner vertices, 3n outer vertices, 3n inner edges, and 3n outer edges. 
Figure 1 presents Y(7: 1, 2,4) together with a simplilied schematic that 
shows why this type of graph is called a Y-graph. For this definition to 
produce a graph with the induced subgraph of the outer vertices forming 
three cycles of length n, it is necessary that i, j, and k be coprime with n, 
because otherwise some outer segment will not consist of an n-cycle. 
In some ways an H-graph is similar to a Y-graph, but it has 2 inner 
FIG. 2. H(10, 1, 3; 1, 3). 
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FIG. 3. The Petersen graph 1(5:1,2). 
segments and 4 outer segments. The vertices of H(n:i, i; k, m) are repre- 
sented by u,,~~ where x = 0, 1,2, 3,4, 5, and y is an integer modulo n. The 
O-segment and l-segment are the inner segments while the 2-segment, 
3-segment, 4-segment, and 5-segment are the ourer segments. Inner edges 
join u~,~ to u~,~ and u3 ,.“, and u,.~ to u4,y and u5 “. However, uo,?, is also 
joined to ur,> by a bridge edge. We also assume.that i, j, k, and m are 
coprime with n, so that once again, each outer segment induces a cycle of 
length n composed of outer edges. These outer edges join u2.y to u~,~+ i, 
03,” to uj,y+jv ~4,~~ to ~4,.,.+k, and ~5,~” to ~5 “+,,,. 9. Thus H(n.6 j;k m) 
consists of 2n inner vertices, 4n outer vertices, 4n inner edges, 4n outer 
edges, and n bridge edges. H( 10: 1,3; 1,3) is shown in Fig. 2 along with a 
schematic version. 
Note that a generalized Petersen graph (see [lo]), which we like to call 
an I-graph, can be represented by a schematic diagram of this type as well. 
Figure 3 contains the Petersen graph. 
2. THE COMPUTER SEARCH 
The impetus for this research came from Foster’s Census of symmetric 
cubic maps. A Computer Science undergraduate student, Tim Fevens, was 
hired to search for more cubic symmetric graphs as his undergraduate 
project for his degree [7]. Since a general computer search seemed too 
difficult, it was decided that only Y-graphs, and later H-graphs, would be 
considered. 
The technique chosen for the search was to construct the complete code, 
as defined by Foster [S], for a vertex from each segment of the graph being 
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checked. The complete code of a graph depends on the vertex chosen for 
the root, as well as the structure of the graph. All other vertices are first 
classified by the length of the shortest path to it from the root, its level. 
Then each vertex is classified by the number of its neighbours that are 
closer to the root, the same distance to the root, or further from the root. 
For a cubic graph, all vertices must be of type 003 (root only), 102, 111, 
120, 201, 210, or 300, The complete code is the matrix of numbers counting 
the number of level-type pairs. For a graph to be symmetric, then all ver- 
tices must have the same complete code. The converse is false, however. 
The complete code for H( 10: 1, 3; 1, 3) is given in Table I. Since the com- 
plete code is identical for each vertex, the graph might be symmetric. To 
decrease the computer time used, graphs that were obviously isomorphic to 
one already searched were omitted. Only Y(n: 1, j, k) with j< k <n/2, and 
H(n : 1, i; j, k) with i < n/2, j < k < n/2, were searched. Graphs resulting 
from multiplying the cycle-step parameters by a constant modulo n were 
also omitted. Thus once Y(n:l, j, k) had been checked, Y(N: jj’, 1, j--‘k) 
which is isomorphic to Y(n: 1, jj’, jp’k) was omitted. Later it became 
clear that j could not be 1 in a symmetric Y-graph, nor could i be 1 in a 
symmetric H-graph, and these cases were omitted too. 
Not surprisingly all the known symmetric Y-graphs and H-graphs were 
found. However, Fevens’ program did find one other graph in which all 
vertices had the same vertex code: H( 10: 1, 3; 1, 3). See Table I. In this 
graph, each outer edge is in exactly five cycles of length 8, while each inner 
edge is in exactly six cycles of length 8. Hence this graph is not symmetric. 
Foster’s Census was confirmed for these types of graphs. 
The following proofs depend heavily on this computer result of Fevens’. 
Undoubtedly a considerable portion of the following results could be 
proven independently of the program, but at a cost of longer proofs. The 
authors did try to prove the general results without using the computer 
result, but not successfully. 
TABLE I 
Complete Code for H(lO:l, 3; 1, 3) 
Level 
Code 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
003 100000000 
102 0 3 6 12 8 0 0 0 0 
111 000000000 
120 000000000 
201 0 0 0 0 8 12 6 3 0 
210 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
300 000000001 
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3. SOME RESULTS COMMON TO BOTH Y-GRAPHS AND H-GRAPHS 
Although the techniques used to find all symmetric Y-graphs and 
H-graphs tend to be very specific, some results are common to both types 
of graphs. 
LEMMA 1. If G is a Y-graph or an H-graph, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) G is edge-transitive; 
(ii) G is vertex-transitive; and 
(iii) G is symmetric. 
Proof. Note that any vertex in a segment can be mapped to any other 
vertex in the same segment by a rotation automorphism ak defined by 
%(V.x,),) = %),+k? where k is an integer modulo n. Combined with the 
reflection p defined by j( v,, ?) = v,, ~ .“, any outer edge can be mapped onto 
any other outer edge in the same segment, in either direction. 
Now assume a given such graph is vertex-transitive. Then any outer ver- 
tex v is mappable by an automorphism to any other outer vertex u in any 
other outer segment. At least one of the outer edges at v is mapped to an 
outer edge at U. Hence all outer edges are mappable to each other. Also, 
any outer vertex can be mapped to an inner vertex, which shows that any 
outer edge can be mapped to some inner edge. Then all the edges at some 
outer vertex can be mapped to each other. Mapping this vertex to an inner 
vertex shows that any edge can be mapped to any other edge. 
Now assume a Y-graph or H-graph is edge-transitive. Then any outer 
edge can be mapped to any other outer edge, which shows that any outer 
vertex can be mapped to any other outer vertex. Mapping an outer edge 
to an inner edge shows that an outer vertex is mappable to an inner vertex. 
Then the graph is vertex-transitive. 
Therefore, if one of these graphs is either vertex-transitive or edge- 
transitive it is both. Considering the reflection b shows that the graph must 
also be symmetric. The converse is immediate. Q.E.D. 
Tutte [ 131 proved some strong results about symmetric cubic graphs. 
No symmetric cubic graph can be a s-transitive with s > 5, and if a cubic 
graph is s-transitive but not (s + 1)-transitive then no non-identity 
automorphism can fix a path of length s. 
LEMMA 2. Any symmetric Y-graph is 3-transitive; any symmetric 
H-graph is 4-transitive. 
Proof. The reflection p.tixes a path of length two in a Y-graph; it fixes 
a path of length three in a H-graph. Q.E.D. 
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4. SYMMETRIC Y-GRAPHS 
It is apparent that some of the techniques which were used to limit the 
computer search also put severe limitations on any symmetric Y-graphs. In 
fact, all the symmetric Y-graphs are known, and are included in Foster’s 
Census. 
THEOREM 1. The only Y-graphs which are vertex-transitive or edge- 
transitive are Y(7:1, 2,4), Y(14:1, 3,9), Y(28:1, 3, 9), and Y(56:1,9, 25). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving this theorem. 
The main argument hinges on the length of the shortest cycle in the 
graph, which is called the girth of the graph. The girth of a Y-graph is at 
most twelve, because Y(n : 1, j, k) always contains a cycle of length twelve 
as shown in Fig. 4. The one situation in which such a cycle of length 12 
does not occur is if 1 = j = k, in which case there is a cycle of length six. 
The main proof of Theorem 1 is broken down into cases by the girth of the 
graph. 
First note that in an edge-transitive graph each edge must occur in the 
same number of cycles of a given length. Since there are an equal number 
of inner and outer edges, all shortest cycles together must contain an equal 
number of inner and outer edges. Since all graphs were checked by com- 
puter for n < 128, we assume that n > 128, and so the girth is less than n. 
Since the outer edges form only cycles of length n, any shortest cycle must 
contain inner edges. But a cycle with an inner edge must go to another 
outer segment, and also return. Hence any cycle containing an inner edge 
must contain at least four inner edges. As the shortest cycles must also 
FIG. 4. A circuit of length 12 
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contain at least four outer edges, the girth must be at least eight. Thus, the 
computer result shows that the only symmetric Y-graph of girth 7 or less 
is Y(7 : 1,2,4), the Coxeter graph. In this case, n is the girth. 
To exclude larger girths, some results about cycles in these graphs are 
needed. Any cycle consists of an alternating sequence of paths of inner 
edges only, then paths of outer edges only. Each path of inner edges 
contains exactly two edges, while a path of outer edges contains one or 
more outer edges. A cycle of length less than 12 must contain at least two 
paths of inner edges but no more than three, since each inner-outer path 
pair contains at least three edges. 
Consecutive paths of outer edges must be in different segments, so that 
a cycle of length less than twelve can include at most three paths in outer 
segments, and each path must be from a different outer segment. Say a 
cycle is of type I if it contains two paths of outer edges, and is of type II 
if it contains three paths of outer edges. 
LEMMA 3. Y(n: 1, j, k) rontains a cycle of length equal to its girth g if 
and only if there is a solution to the congruence 
a+bj+ck=O (mod n) 
and either the cycle is of type I if one of the a, b, c is zero and 
g = Ial + Ib( + ICI + 4, or the cycle is type II if the a, 6, c are all non-zero and 
g = Ial + Ibl + ICI + 6. Each solution of type I leads to n cycles of length g; 
each solution of type II leads to 2n cycles of length g. 
Proof. Given a cycle, consider the second subscripts of the vertices v,,, 
that are included in the cycle. The cycle contains Ial edges in the l-segment, 
I bl edges in the 2-segment, and Ic( edges in the 3-segment. From the com- 
ments before the lemma, the outer edges from a given segment must form 
a single path and hence be run in the same direction. The congruence 
asserts that the cycle ends at a vertex with the same y subscript as the 
vertex at which the cycle starts. 
Applying the n rotations tli shows that each type I cycle leads to n type 
I cycles. There are twice as many cycles generated by a type II solution 
because the outer segments can be taken in two different cyclic orders, 
(1 2 3)and (1 3 2). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. If the solutions to the congruence and equation in Lemma 3 
are (a,, b,, c,) for r = 1, 2, . . . . t, then 
(a) there are an equal number of solutions with a,=0 as b, = 0 as 
c, = 0, and 
(b) C Ia,1 =C lb,1 =C Ic,I. 
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ProoJ: Statement (a) is true because the inner edges for each segment 
must occur an equal number of times. Statement (b) follows because the 
outer edges for each segment must occur an equal number of times. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. For n > 128, if Y(n: 1, j, k) is symmetric, then there are three 
type I solutions as defined in Lemma 3, or no type I solutions at all. 
Proof: By Lemma 4(a), the number of type I solutions must be divisible 
by three. If there are more than three type I solutions, then without loss of 
generality two of them can be assumed to be (a,, 6,, 0) and (az, bZ, 0). As 
the girth is at most 12, Iall + lb11 = Ia21 + lbzl < 8. Then 
a,+b,j=Ora,+b,j (mod n). 
Eliminating j, we get a,b, - b,a, = 0 (mod n). But the maximum this 
expression can be is 7 .7 + 1 . 1 = 50. Q.E.D. 
One more useful observation extends Lemma 5 to three dimensions. 
LEMMA 6. Zfsl=(a,,b,,c,), s2=(a2,b2,cz), and s,=(all,b,,c,) are 
solutions to the congruence of Lemma 3, then n divides 
Thus n< 11~111 . Il~zII . I/s311 unless sir sz, and s3 are linearly independent. 
Proof: Assume D # 0. Adding/subtracting rows from each other does 
not change the determinant, nor change the fact that the rows are solutions 
to the congruence. The matrix can be triangulated as in Gaussian elimina- 
tion by adding/subtracting integral multiples of rows. The Euclidean 
algorithm guarantees that the greatest common divisor can be found in a 
column, and then the greatest common divisor can be added/subtracted 
from the other rows enough times to zero out the column. After triangu- 
-lating, D is the product of the terms on the diagonal, and the bottom row 
will have only one non-zero element in it, say W. Then wk = 0 (mod n) and 
w divides D. Since k is coprime with n, n must divide D and so n < JDI. 
Q.E.D. 
Define the form of a solution (a, b, c) to be the multiset (la/, lb/, ICI}. 
For a graph with girth eight, a type II solution cannot exist. Thus any 
solution must be of type I, and must be one of the forms { 0, 1, 3 } or 
(0, 232). 
Since each path of length 3 must be contained in an equal number of 
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%cycles, the solutions must correspond to cycles that have a balanced set 
of 3-paths. A solution with form (0, 1, 3) has one outer-outer-outer path, 
four outer-outer-inner paths, two outer-inner-inner paths, and one outer- 
inner-outer path, which is a precisely balanced set of 3-paths. A solution 
with form (0, 2,2} does not have an outer-outer-outer path. Therefore the 
solutions must all be of the form { 0, 1, 3 }. 
From Lemma 4(b), the only possible set of solutions is (3, 1, 0), 
(0,3, + 1 ), and (1, 0, k 3). (The two + signs are independent of each 
other.) Interchanging the segments or multiplying j or k by minus 1 can 
reduce the other cases to this. But then 
= f27+1= -28, -26,26,or28-0 (mod n). 
Since n > 128, this contradicts Lemma 6. One might note that Y( 14: 1, 3, 9) 
and Y(28 : 1, 3, 9) from Theorem 1 arise in this case, with the determinant 
being 28. 
Let the girth of Y(n: 1, j, k) be 9. Then a type I solution to Lemma 3 
corresponds to n cycles each of which uses five outer edges and four inner 
edges. A type II solution corresponds to 2n cycles that use three outer 
and six inner edges. Thus, for the inner and outer edges to be balanced, 
there must be six times as many type I solutions as type II solutions. By 
Lemma 5, this is not possible. 
Assume Y(n: 1, j, k) has girth 10. Then a type I solution gives cycles with 
four inner and six outer edges, while a type II solution gives twice as many 
cycles each with six inner and four outer edges. To balance the occurrences 
of inner and outer edges, there must be twice as many type I solutions as 
type II solutions. Since the number of type I solutions must be divisible by 
three, there must be at least six type I solutions and three type II solutions. 
By Lemma 5, this is impossible. 
Now assume that we have a symmetric Y(n: 1, j, k) of girth 11. In this 
case, a type I solution leads to cycles with seven outer and four inner edges, 
while a type II solution leads to cycles with five outer and six inner edges. 
Since type II solutions lead to twice as many cycles, to balance the number 
of inner and outer edges requires that there are three type II solutions for 
each two type I solutions. Since three divides the number of the type I solu- 
tions, there must be at least six type I solutions and nine type II solutions. 
This is impossible by Lemma 5. 
All Y-graphs have cycles of length 12, consisting of four inner-outer 
paths. An example is shown in Fig. 4. This cycle can be represented by the 
“solution” (1, - 1; 1, - 1; 0). Call these cycles type III. 
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One might think there could be some other cycles, with four paths of 
outer edges of length 1, that include outer edges from all three outer 
segments. Such a cycle cannot be shortest. One outer segment must be 
reached twice. If the two outer edges were run simultaneously, either a 
type II solution would be found with two fewer edges, or a type I solution 
could be found with six fewer edges. 
Type III cycles have eight inner and four outer edges. Type I cycles have 
four inner and eight outer edges. Type II cycles have six inner and six outer 
edges. To equalize the number of inner and outer edges in the cycles of 
length 12 requires that there be precisely three solutions of type I to blance 
the type III solutions. As well, each path of length three consisting of an 
inner edge, an outer edge, and another inner edge, occurs in four type III 
cycles. Thus all paths of length three must occur in at least four cycles of 
minimum length. As each minimum cycle contains twelve 3 paths, and each 
type I or III solution relates to n minimum cycles, there are 72n occurren- 
ces of 3-paths in minimum cycles of type I or III. Since there are 24n 
3-paths in the graph, there must be at least one more solution which 
necessarily must be of type II. In fact, if each 3-path is in k minimum 
cycles, then there must be k - 3 solutions of type II. 
Assume for the moment that each 3-path occurs only in four minimum 
cycles. Then no type I or II solution can contain a one. The form of a type 
II solution can be only (4, 1, 1 }, { 3,2, I}, or { 2, 2,2}. In this case, the 
only possible type II solution can be taken to be (2; 2; 2) (multiplying j or 
k by - 1 if necessary). 
The forms of a type I solution can only be { 7, LO}, { 6,2,0}, { 5,3,0}, 
or (4, 4, O}. The first form is not possible for this case. By Lemma 4, the 
three type I solutions must be (a; +b; 0), (0; a; f b), and ( &b; 0; a), where 
a+b=8 and a=4, 5, or 6. But 
<2a2+2b2+2ab 
<a’+b*+(a+b)’ 
<36+4+64<128. 
By Lemma 6, there can be no more symmetric Y-graphs in this case. (It is 
easy to check that the three solutions are linearly independent.) 
Thus we can assume that each 3-path occurs in more than four minimum 
cycles, and that there are at least two type II solutions, say s, and s2. 
Note that (1~~11, I(sz(I G [1(4, 1, l)[l =,,/%. Let sj be any type I solution. 
Then IIs G ll(7, 1,O)ll = fi. H ence IIs1 II . IIs2il . I/sJ G 18 ,,/% < 128. By 
Lemma 6, it follows that sl, s2, and s3 must be dependent vectors in R3. 
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In fact, all the type I and type II solutions must be contained in a two- 
<dimensional subspace of R3. 
Assume that the type I solutions are s, = (a,, fh,, 0), s2. = (0, u2, fb,), 
and s3 = ( &b30, a,), where for i= 1, 2, 3, 0 < ai, b, < 8 and a,+ bi= 8. 
Combining azsl and b,s,, and zeroing out the middle coordinate by 
adding or subtracting, we get (a,~,, 0, f b, b,). This vector is a multiple 
of sj (or else the vectors are not dependent), and in fact it is an integral 
multiple because otherwise a solution corresponding to a shorter cycle can 
be found by substracting s3 from it an appropriate number of times. Thus 
u,(b,b, and b,lu,u,. Similarly u,lb2b3, uzjb,b,, b,(u,u,, and b21u,u3. 
Let x be the largest prime factor among the numbers a 1, a,, u3, b I, b,, b, . 
If x = 5 or 7, we can assume a, =x. Then x 1 b,b,, so either x = f b, or 
x= fb,. If x= +b,, then 3,=(x, &(8-x),), and s2=(0,8-x, +x). 
Adding or subtracting we get the solution (x, 0, kx). But since x is prime, 
this cannot be a multiple of s3. Then x = + b,, and s3 = (+x, 0, 8 -x). 
Adding or subtracting s, we obtain the solution (0, + (8 - x), f (8 - x)). 
But this corresponds to a cycle of length shorter than 12. Therefore we may 
assume x = 2 or 3. 
If x = 3, then it can only occur in the number 6, since otherwise 3 occurs 
with 5 which we have eliminated. But by the same argument, a, = 6 implies 
6 I b,b,, and so b, = + 6 or b, = f 6 (since neither b, nor b, can be 3 as 
a, = 5 has already been eliminated) which implies a solution (6,0, + 6) or 
(0, +2, +2), neither of which are possible. Thus the only prime factor is 2, 
in which case the type I solutions must be of the form {4,4, O}. 
The type I solutions can, without loss of generality, be chosen to be 
(4, -4,O), (4,0, -4), and (0,4, -4). Thus the 2-dimensional subspace 
spanned by the type I and type II solutions can be defined as the subspace 
of R3 in which the sum of the coordinates is zero. The only type II 
solutions that satisfy this condition are permutations of (3, - 2, - 1). Sub- 
tracting (4, -4,0) from (3, -2, - 1) gives ( - 1,2, - 1) which corresponds 
to a cycle of length 10, which is too short. 
5. SYMMETRIC H-GRAPHS 
Not surprisingly, the techniques used with Y-graphs can also be used 
with H-graphs. 
THEOREM 2. The only symmetric H-graphs are H( 17 : 1,4; 2,8) and 
H(34: 1, 13; 9, 15). 
The first point to note is that Fevens [7] showed that the above two 
graphs were the only symmetric H-graphs with n < 85, so that we can 
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assume n > 85. Like Theorem 1, the remainder of the proof is broken down 
into cases by the girth of the graph. Note that a cycle through a bridge 
edge must contain at least two outer edges, four inner edges, and another 
bridge edge, for a total of eight. Thus the girth must be at least eight. In 
fact, since any path of four outer edges must lie in a girth length cycle, the 
girth must be at least nine. 
As with Y-graphs, there is a congruence any solution of which 
corresponds to a set of cycles in H(n : 1, i; j, k). Let (a, b, c, d) be a solution 
to 
a+bi+cj+dkzO (mod n). 
Then there are cycles in the graph that contain precisely: 
la1 edges in the 2-segment, 
lb/ edges in the 3-segment, 
ICI edges in the 4-segment, and 
Id/ edges in the 5-segment. 
A solution in which a = b = 0 or c = d = 0 is called type I. A solution in 
which any other pair are both zero is said to be of type II. A type III 
solution has only one zero. 
LEMMA I. For n > 85, if H(n: 1, i; j, k) is symmetric, then there are at 
most two type I solutions andfour type II solutions to the above congruence 
that lead to cycles of minimum length. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5 and is omitted. 
In this case, the cycle contains Ial + IbJ + [cl + IdJ outer edges, two times 
the number of non-zeros in (a, b, c, d) inner edges, and two bridge edges if 
and only if it is of type II or type III. 
If the girth of an H-graph is less than 11, then each path of four outer 
edges must be in a girth length cycle of type I. Each of the four outer 
segments must lead to a different type I solution. By Lemma 7, such an 
H-graph cannot be symmetric. 
H-graphs of girth 11 are handled in a different way. Note that type I 
minimum cycles contain 11 non-bridge edges, whereas type II and type III 
cycles contain 2 bridge edges and 9 non-bridge edges. Let A be the number 
of type I solutions, B be the number of type II solutions, and C be the 
number of type III solutions. Then since there are eight times as many non- 
bridge edges than bridge edges, 
11A +9B+ lW=8(2B+4C) 
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or 
11A =7B+ 14C. 
Thus 7 divides A, the number of type I solutions. But this contradicts 
Lemma 7. 
Now assume H(n: 1, i; j, k) has girth 12. All H-graphs with i# 1 have 
12-cycles that correspond to the “solution” ( 1, - 1; 1, - 1 :O; 0). These 
cycles are very similar to type III cycles in Y-graphs. Let us call them 
type IV cycles. 
The Table II enumerates the different kinds of edges contained in each 
type of cycle. 
There are 2n type III cycles for each type III solution and 2n type IV 
cycles. There are n cycles for each type I or type II. Let A be the number 
of type I solutions, B the number of type II solutions, C the number of type 
IV solutions, and I the number of minimum length cycles containing a 
path of length four. Then each edge occurs in 8x minimum cycles. Since 
there are four times as many inner edges, or outer edges, as bridge edges, 
the following system of equations must be satisfied: 
4A+4B+12C+ 16=32x 
8A+6B+ 8C+8 =32x 
2B-b 4C = 8x. 
Solving these equations, we get B = 4, and A = C = 2x - 2. 
Consider a path consisting of an inner edge, an outer edge, then two 
more inner edges. Such a path occurs in two different type IV cycles. Hence 
x is at ieast 2. Hence C, the number of type III solutions, is at least 2. The 
type III solutions are all of the form (2, 1, l,O}, which implies that type 
cycles must all contain paths of the form inner-outer-inner-inner. Thus x 
must be at least 3. Hence A, the number of type I solutions, must be at 
least 4. But that is impossible by Lemma 7. 
TABLE II 
Edges 
Type Inner Outer Bridge 
I 4 8 0 
II 4 6 2 
III 6 4 2 
IV 8 4 0 
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6. OTHER SIMILAR CLASSES OF GRAPHS 
The Y, H, and Z graphs are all “expansions” of (3, 1 )-trees. A (3, 1 )-tree 
is a tree in which all vertices are of degree 3 or 1. Each vertex is replaced 
by n > 2 new vertices which are given a specific order, to form a segment. 
An expansion requires that: 
(1) a vertex of degree one is replaced by a cycle of length n in the 
edges joining vertices in an arithmetic sequence; 
(2) a vertex of degree three is replaced by n disjoint vertices; 
(3) an edge is replaced by n edges joining corresponding vertices in 
the appropriate segments. 
The Y, ZZ, and Z graphs are expansions of the three (3, l)-trees with 1, 2, 
and 0 vertices of degree three, respectively. 
For a (3, l)-tree to be expandable to a symmetric graph, it is necessary 
that the tree have diameter less than five. Otherwise, any expansion has an 
automorphism (the reflection /I) that fixes one vertex in each segment and 
reverses the order of the other vertices. This non-identity automorphism 
fixes a path of length live that corresponds to a path of length live in the 
(3, 1)-tree. Tutte [ 133 has shown that no such cubic symmetric graph 
exists. 
The only other (3, 1)-trees that satisfy this requirement, no path of 
length five or more, are shown in Fig. 5. 
An expansion of either A or tree B must be Stransitive, since tree A and 
tree B both contain paths of length 4, and the reflection automorphism 
fixes a corresponding path of length 4 in any expansion. Clearly such 
graphs have cycles of length 12 in neighbouring outer segments, just like 
type III cycles in a Y-graph or type IV cycles in an H-graph. Thus, each 
path of length 5 must be in a cycle of length 12 or less. But the paths 
indicated in Fig. 6 cannot be any cycle of length 12. Thus we have proved: 
FIG. 5. (a) Tree A. (b) Tree E 
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FIG. 6. The 5-paths not in any circuit of length 12: (a) in expansion of tree A, (b) in 
expansion of tree B. 
THEOREM 3. No expansion of a (3, 1)-tree can be symmetric, other than 
those mentioned in Theorems 1 and 2, and the generalized Petersen graphs 
listed by Frucht, Graver, and Watkins [lo]. 
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